Connecting the dots...
Continued from page 3

We try not to think about the children
and parents who work the plantations.
Too often we succeed. We fly
interstate for work or the weekend
because, at $99 a flight, we can afford
it. We are too busy to remember
families destitute because rivers are
poisoned or forests cleared, or
because the rain just doesn’t fall like
it used to. And anyway, they are so
far away.
Owning our part in climate change
Our ecological footprint refers to the
amount of the world’s resources
required to sustain our lifestyle, both
to produce the things we consume
and to assimilate the waste we
produce. Per capita, Australians have
the sixth heaviest ecological
footprints in the world and our
footprints are getting heavier fast.
This is a huge challenge for us. While
everything from disposable plates to
bathroom renovations and computer
games matter, three of our most
ecologically damaging habits are
plane travel, car travel and airconditioning.
I have done more than my share of
plane travel, most of it for
‘humanitarian purposes’. When I
evaluate development projects,
people testify to wonderful changes
our projects make possible. Yet if
conversations continue long enough,
they identify weather conditions,
competition for water and land,
markets for agricultural produce and
conflict as the most significant
factors impacting their lives. All these
factors are local manifestations of
complex global processes. All in one
way or another involve climate
change. That means they involve me.
Ten years ago I didn’t know about
climate change. Now I do. If I were
blind, I would not sin. Now that I see,
my sin remains. We love giving to
those less fortunate than we are but
find this other side of the equation
much more difficult: how much are
we taking away?

expense of the poor. Quite against
their will, they are more often caught
up in structures and systems that
benefit some more than others.
Similarly nobody sets out to cause
climate change. Yet whether we like it
or not, our choices do change the
world. Put bluntly, people like us
cause climate change and poor people
suffer the consequences. How we live
matters more than what we give.
Creation care in congregational life
What we do as the people of God
gathered in God’s name has immense
symbolic and sacramental
significance. Our sacraments of
communion and baptism, marriage
and confirmation, and our weekly
readings, prayers and liturgies are acts
of remembrance, commitment,
anticipation and hope. They remind
us of what God has done for us and of
what God will yet do. They remind us
who we are and what we are called to.
The symbols, rituals and words
change us. We drink and eat, use
water, exchange rings, light candles,
listen to words and speak them: this
body, this blood; this woman, this
man; this baby, this life ... This world.
Even as we participate, we become
more fully the people of God,
gathered and sent out, blessed in
order to bless, commanded to love
each other as God loves us and to
love our neighbours as ourselves. We
make promises that we intend to keep
but do not always live up to. We
commit ourselves in joy and sincerity
despite the very real possibility of
failure.
This is why the thoughtless
consumption distresses me more in
the church than anywhere else. The
contrast between the beautiful things
we profess and the careless things we
do is unbearable. We do not even wait
for the Sabbath to end. We trample
the needy and bring ruin on the poor
with words of worship still on our lips
(Amos 8:4-6). How can we claim to
worship God if the way we gather and
the way we worship extinguish the
lives and futures of people God
loves? Even when we fail to care for
creation in our individual lives we
must do better in our life together.

Another sort of joy
Living simply need not squeeze the
joy out of life. Solomon and
Nazeema testify that walking long
distances or being uncomfortably
hot or cold would not kill us.
Charity Benjamin reminds us that
life can be lived abundantly with
very little. Some ‘joys’ cost money,
last as long as the coffee’s aroma and do lasting damage. Other joys
are priceless yet cost nothing, last
longer and make the world a better
place: salt, yeast, light.

National Christian Fellowship of
Bangladesh

A

ccording to
Denominational statistics
reports, the National
Christian Fellowship of
Bangladesh is serving more than
3700 churches and more than three
hundred thousand believers. “Our
st
vision for the 21 century and
beyond is for a growing Church.
We dream of a praying Church.
We are striving for a maturing
Church. We are promoting a
sharing Church. We seek to work
together in the proclamation of the
gospel and the extension of God's
Kingdom. Finally we are building a
serving Church” say NCFB
sources. By stimulating ideas and
coordinating programs of social
transformation for the benefit of
the poor and the development of
the nation, the National Christian
Fellowship of Bangladesh is a
movement for the purpose of
encouraging Christians and
Churches in Bangladesh to pray,
study, plan and work together for
the evangelization of Bangladesh.

For most of us leaving the car at
home and eating less chocolate are
life-affirming acts. Such acts help us
resist false prophets who tell us it is
all too hard, or not worth it, or that
nothing we do makes a difference.
As followers of Jesus, God calls us
to do justice, love mercy and tread
lightly on the earth. In today’s
world, loving our neighbours require
nothing less.
Deborah Storie is Deputy Chair of
TEAR Australia Board &
Programme Review Committee.
She consults for TEAR’s
Overseas Programmes
Department, and was a former
TEAR fieldworker in Afghanistan.
This article has been reproduced from
the Australian Evangelical Alliance
newsletter “Working Together” 2008
Issue 2.
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Barefoot Pastors Training
Program

Asian Church Today

mission, it has been taking a
number of initiatives and
activities to empower the
churches and church leaders for
equipping them to face the
challenges of evangelism.
As part of that, NCFB has
started the barefoot pastors
training program for its front
line evangelists. Pastors and
evangelists of different
denominations from very
remote areas are joining this
designated training. Eventually
four hundred pastors and
evangelists will be provided
training. Three sessions from
three geographical belts have
already been accomplished. The
enthusiasm is such that some
pastors have attended this
training even from the remote
forest area, which generally
takes one or two days walk in
addition to transportation.
Nationally renowned
theological lecturers provide
lectures at this training
program.

National Christian Congress

W

hat the key Christian
leaders have been longing
for is unity and fellowship
without discrimination between
Evangelical churches, denominations,
organizations, and church councils in
order to plant churches without
duplication. For this reason the
National Christian Congress was
formed and is a cooperative effort
between the Evangelical Fellowship
of Cambodia and DAWN Ministry.
The Congress theme was entitled
“Church Unity for Multiplication”
and was held in Kirirom Hill Resort
rd
th
from the 23 to 25 of January 2008.
Participants of this congress were
members from EFC and other church
councils, totalling 90 persons. It was
chaired by the Rev. Heng Cheng,
EFC General Secretary and facilitated
by Dr. Jun Vencer, Executive Director
of DAWN Ministry International and
the former Director of World
Evangelical Alliance.

Rev. Heng Cheng, General Secretary
of EFC presented the purpose of the
congress to all the participants, which
was to set the specific targets and
strategies toward discipling
Cambodia. Specifically, Vision
K2020 (referencing Matt 18:20) is to
plant churches in all villages in
Cambodia by the year 2020. Dr. Jun
Vencer said that the vision to reach
the whole nation is not a short term
one but it should be possible in our
generation. Mr. Teng Sareoun
presented the unofficial statistics on
church numbers which his research
committee did in 2007. On the second
day of the congress, participants were
divided into three groups to discuss
the following questions:
1- Is the Vision K2020 workable in
Cambodia or not?
2- Will we be able to plant 11,000
churches by 2020?
3- What should we do in order to
achieve this vision?

On the morning of January 25th
2008, each group presented their
ideas. Many ideas were expressed
and the following sub committees
were created.
- Coordinating Committee
- Research Committee
- Training Committee
- Finance Committee
- Prayer Committee
- Promotion Committee.
Rev. Heng Cheng, General Secretary
of EFC, presented the DAWN
Coordinating Committee. This
Committee consists of both EFC and
non EFC councils. He also explained
more about the purpose and results
from previous congresses to all
participants. In closing he thanked
Dr. Jun Vencer for spending his time,
strength and resources in
establishing this National Christian
Congress.

MentorLink Philippines: brings
Basin and Towel servant leadership to Asia

A

sia's growth has exploded.
Diverse cultures and
languages exist in close
quarters sometimes just an apartment
away. The call for contextualizing the
gospel and raising leaders who live
close to the heart of God are critical.
Herman Moldez and his team are the
good leaven of the kingdom in
Matthew 13:33. Despite enormous
challenges, the MentorLink
Philippines team has sown the seeds
of Jesus' leadership style throughout
their part of the world. The sum total
of nations, denominations,
organizations and leaders they have
influenced number in the hundreds
and probably thousands. (Because of
the extreme sensitivity in this part of
the world, specifics must be kept to a
minimum.)
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This is particularly difficult, as
Herman notes, where the culture is
one of suspicion. He said recently,
“One key leader told me that
becoming vulnerable is the key to
encourage those he has been
mentoring to open up their lives and
be given permission to help them
grapple with their personal issues.”
Just like leaders everywhere, many
feel used by organizations. What they
contribute is more important than
their character. Herman says that
mentoring others like Jesus mentored
His disciples has helped this
perception to begin to change.
“Through mentoring it dawned on
them that, as disciples of Jesus, their
primary vocation is to grow in Christlikeness, [the] second only is their
ministry.”

Connecting the dots between our lifestyle
and the world
By Deborah Storie

P

eople are surprised how
upset I get when we use
disposable plates or do
something else ‘convenient’ at our
church without pausing to ask what
our convenience costs the world.
‘Calm down Debbie. What’s the
big deal? The world won’t end
because of a few plastic plates’.
Well, maybe it isn’t such a big deal
for us, maybe the world won’t end
for us. But add up all the things
that don’t seem to matter that
much, all the conveniences and
short cuts we hardly notice any
more and it’s a massive deal - and
usually a bad one for other people.
Until fairly recently coal miners
used canaries to warn of toxic
gases. When the canaries stopped
chirping, the miners knew they had
to escape. Today’s climate canaries
include Kenyan pastoralists forced
from their homelands by decades
of drought, Nepali villagers
displaced by floods twice in three
years and coastal communities
facing rising sea levels. Disposable
plates distress me because I want to
connect the dots between our

Herman and his team live 2
Corinthians 4: “Remember, our
Message is not about ourselves;
we're proclaiming Jesus Christ, the
Master. All we are is messengers,
errand runners from Jesus for you. It
started when God said, "Light up the
darkness!" and our lives filled up
with light as we saw and understood
God in the face of Christ… If you
only look at us, you might well miss
the brightness. We carry this
precious Message around in the
unadorned clay pots of our ordinary
lives. That's to prevent anyone from
confusing God's incomparable
power within us.”

lifestyles and their lives. The
connections are there in the faces and
stories of climate canaries I meet in my
work with TEAR Australia.

We are skillful, joyful cultivators!
But, the weather is changing .... We
are now a little bit hungry for two
months each year’.

Faces of climate change
In Uganda, Charles Omuge speaks of
dry skies and a father’s humiliation at
living on charity. He speaks of faith,
hope and repentance. Charles and his
wife pray morning and evening for
God to provide. They ask what sin they
have committed to deserve such dry
skies. In Afghanistan, Naseema’s
children refuse to go to school because
their hands and faces are dirty.
Naseema assures them, ‘Don’t worry.
Your teacher will understand. There is
no water in her house either. Just
remember: Khuda meraban (God is
kind)’.

In Tanzania, Solomon no longer
goes to school because the water is
now so far away that he walks all
day to get it.

A village elder remembers grapes,
promegranates and almonds, fruits his
grandchildren have never tasted. Theirs
was a land that flowed with milk and
honey - once. In Southern Sudan,
Charity Benjamin extols the joys of
motherhood. ‘It is a wonderful thing to
grow food and provide for our
families. We must cultivate our
gardens and we want to cultivate them.

I find these stories difficult to listen
to because I am not innocent: every
degree I turn the heater up in
winter, every time I drive to the
gym (or church) because I am too
disorganized, too tired, or too busy
to walk; every time I buy takeaway
or forget to take a green bag to the
shop; every time I catch a plane... .
‘As for you my flock, says the
Lord God: I shall judge between
sheep and sheep, between rams and
goats: is it not enough for you to
feed on the good pasture, must you
tread down with your feet the rest
of your pasture? When you drink
of clear water, must you foul the
rest with your feet? And must my
sheep eat what you have trodden
with your feet, and drink what you
fouled with your feet?’ (Ezekiel
34:17,18 NRSV)
Addicted to luxury
Our culture tells us that
how we live doesn’t
matter. There is so much
we no longer think about:
how much toilet paper we
use or how much petrol;
how much bigger our
houses are than they used
to be; how few of our
shoes and clothes wear
out; how many toys are
good for our children. We
tell ourselves we deserve
treats: ice cream every
week and chocolate when
it isn’t Easter. We are
addicted, enslaved, to
good coffee every day.
Continued on page 8
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Reflecting on some of the notable events during
the outgoing General Secretary’s tenure

Asian Church Congress - S. Korea

Joint meeting with CCA - Hong Kong
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Youth Programme - Cambodia
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Meeting with the Christian Conference of Asia - Chennai, 2002.
Leadership Development Seminar - Philippines, 2002.
Evangelical Fellowship of Mongolia joins EFA full member - 2002
Women's Commission Seminar - Mongolia, 2002
Meeting with Christian leaders in Hong Kong 2002
Joint EFA/WEA Consultation - Religious Liberty trends in Asia - Thailand, 2003
Meeting with Vietnamese Evangelical leaders - 2003.
Asian Leadership Development Institute - Manila 2003
Established Contact with Hong Kong and Macau 2003
Asian Church Congress - South Korea, 2004
Meetings with the Australian Evangelical Alliance (AEA) 2004
Pan Asian Christian Women's Assembly - India, 2004.
Micah Challenge Launch, United Nations - USA, 2004
Regional General Secretaries' Meeting - USA, 2004.
EFA response to tsunami disaster needs 2005
EFA represented at WCC world conference on World Mission & Evangelism - Greece,
2005
Oral submissions at UN HR Commission Geneva, 2005
Meetings with Asian National General Secretaries - 2005
Meetings with the Evangelical Fellowship of Cambodia - 2005.
Meetings with Vietnamese Leaders 2005
Women's Conference in Myanmar - 2005
Youth Forum (EFA/EFI Joint Consultation) India, 2005
Emergency aid to Pakistan earthquake victims 2005
Strengthening the Evangelical Fellowship of Pakistan 2005
Release of the Asian Church Congress 2004 Compendium 2005
The first EFA website was launched www.efasia.org 2005
EFA Consultation on Social Concerns and Justice for IDPs - Sri Lanka, 2006
'In the Shadow of the Cross' A teaching seminar on the Theology of Persecution &
Discipleship - Sri Lanka 2006
WEA & EFA joint Religious Liberty Roundtable Thailand, 2006
Meeting with Pastors from Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches (PCEC) - 2006
Global Christian Forum in Asia (follow up meeting) a joint meeting of CCA, EFA, and
FABC - Thailand, 2006.
Meeting with Israeli and Palestinian Christians 2006
Launch of the Asian IT Centre - Sri Lanka, 2007
Websites for member Alliances 2007
EFA represented at the fourth seminar of the Asian movement for Christian unity
(AMCU IV) - Malaysia, 2007
Advocacy on behalf of the Korean hostages in Afghanistan - 2007
Advocacy on behalf of Myanmar - 2007
Advocates Asia Conference organized by EFA & NCEASL Sri Lanka, 2007
EFA part of Global Christian Forum 2007
EFA Ex-Co meets in Thailand to select new General Secretary Thailand, 2008
EFA GS invited to be part of the South Asia Bible commentary project India, 2008
Meeting with Christian leaders in Hong Kong 2008
Strengthening relationships with the Evangelical Fellowship of Singapore (EFOS) 2008
Preparations for the EFA General Assembly - 2008

‘TOPIC’ - Philippines

The beginning of a New Era
Out going EFA General Secretary Mr. Godfrey Yogarajah welcomes and introduces the new
EFA General Secretary (Elect), Rev. Dr. Richard Howell.

A

s my term of office
draws to an end, I hand
over the responsibilities
of the post of EFA General
Secretary with much confidence
to Rev. Dr. Richard Howell of
India. I have known Rev.
Richard Howell for over 15
years having served on various
committees and boards together.
His commitment, leadership and
passion to fulfill whatever task
entrusted to him will certainly
take EFA to greater heights.
Rev. Howell is the current
General Director of the
Evangelical Fellowship of India

Mr. Godfrey Yogarajah

(EFI) and has been serving in this
post for many years. The
Evangelical Fellowship of India
which was founded in 1951 is a
Charter Member of the World
Evangelical Alliance, enjoys a
special consultation status with the
United Nations and serves more
than 35,000 organizations that
represent over 30 denominations in
India. He is also the Honorary
Secretary of Evangelical
Fellowship of Asia, Vice Chairman
of International Council of World
Evangelical Alliance, Member of
the Executive Committee of Global
Christian Forum and member of the
Governing Boards such as the
Indian Evangelical Mission,
Emmanuel Hospital Association,
etc.
Rev. Dr. Richard Howell has
completed BA (Hons), M.A (Punjab
University), B.D (Serampore
College), M.Th (Regent College,
Canada) and Ph.D (Netherlands).
He has taught for eight years at the
Allahabad Bible Seminary after
which he was also the Principal of
the same college from 1990-96.
Over the last five years alone he has

Rev. Dr. Richard Howell
written and edited 5 books (3 in
English and 2 in Hindi) and a
large number of articles on
various subjects. He is the
Editor of a monthly magazine
AIM published by EFI
publication Trust in India.
Rev Dr. Richard Howell is the
youngest son of Pastor David
and Daisy Howell and was born
on 6th February 1954 in
Firozpur, Punjab state of India.
He is married to Sunita and they
have three daughters Melanie,
Freda and Sabrina who are
pursuing their studies.

EFA Executive Committee Members
(2002 - 2008)
Chairman
Vice Chairman
General Secretary
Treasurer
Recording Secretary

Rev. Dr. Sang-Bok David
Kim (S. Korea)
Rev. Silawech
Kanchanamukda (Thailand)
Mr. Godfrey Yogarajah
(Sri Lanka)
Rev.Wong Kim Kong
(Malaysia)
Rev. Richard Howell (India)

Members
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Meetings with the AEA

Asia Leadership Development Institute
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Rev. Dr. Joshua Ogawa
(Japan)
Dr. Chris Marantika
(Indonesia)
Mrs. Sierry Tendero
(Philippines)
Asian Church Today
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Changing guards at NECF

Seminar on Urban Evangelism

D

haka, the capital of
Bangladesh is the most
densely populated city in the
world with a population of 12
million. A variety of professional
people live in this mega city, shared
by squatters and slum dwellers from
300 slums. The disparity in income
levels are drastic, with just a mere 5%
of this mega city's population earning

37% of the total income while 50% of
the households earn a 12% share of
the total income. People sleep on the
streets even in the cold winter, and it
is not an unusual sight to witness
children as young as five and six
years old working on the streets and
in markets.
Evangelising in such a context as this
requires creative and different
strategies than in conventional
evangelism. In a highly
diverse metropolitan city as
Dhaka, some places require
intellectual explanation of the
Bible and some places need
the generous love of Christ.
Media coverage, dialogue,
entertainment, gospel and
tract distributions, mass Jesus
film shows, Christian
Institutions and so on could
be some strategies to preach

Regional Women’s
Seminar

A

Regional Women's Conference was conducted in
March 2008 at Malumghat Tea Garden Baptist Church,
Bangladesh. 130 women from eight denominations and
missions attended this conference. It was encouraging to see
the enthusiasm generated from the indigenous community as
approximately 50% of the participants were from indigenous
communities. The theme of the conference was "But as for me
and my household, we will serve the Lord" Joshua 24;15
(NIV). Mrs. Milita Das, chairperson of the Board of Women
and Home Movement with other board members spoke at the
conference. Each day was packed with revival meetings,
workshops and personal devotional times.

the message of Christ to these
metropolitan inhabitants.
To address this need a seminar was
conducted on 16th May 2008 on
“Urban Church Growth” at the
Immanuel Baptist Church, Dhaka.
Pastors and denomination leaders
from different churches attended this
seminar. Rev. Joseph Biswas from
the Church of the Nazarene led the
devotion drawing a meaningful
picture of how urban areas
developed in Biblical times and how
God was involved there. Rev. Jason
P. Das, chairman of NCFB-Board of
Mission and Evangelism explained
various aspects of people living in
urban areas. Rev. Nathaniel S.
Munshi, pastor of Bethel AG
Church, explained the role of urban
church pastors drawing from
examples of good growing urban
churches around the world.

EFA General
Secretary meets
EFOS leaders

Sam will oversee the day-to-day
running of NECF besides heading the
NECF Foundation and the newlyestablished Samaritan Bhd, a microcredit company that provides monetary
assistance to the poor to own small
viable businesses that will help them to
be self-sufficient.
Explaining the rationale for Samaritan
Bhd, a ministry in keeping with NECF's
nation-building agenda, Rev. Eu said,
“There is the spiritual and social aspect
of nation building. Evangelism, church
planting, discipling believers are all
essential components of spiritual nation
building.
“On the social front, it entails more than
engagement with government we need
to provide the social infrastructure to
touch our communities. This includes
involvement in the medical, educational
and agricultural sectors among others.”
He urged churches to rise up like
“Josephs”, to begin to build up reserves
in their storehouses so that they could
release the grains in times of need and
thus, be a blessing to the nation.
Rev. Eu also said the council would
immediately begin the process of
passing the baton by identifying
younger members to take over.
Earlier on, the meeting observed a oneminute silence in honour of the late
David Boler, NECF founding chairman.
NECF also invited several evangelismbased organisations to present the
various methods of evangelism, and set

NECF Council Members
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Pr Jerry Dusing
(representing Sabah)
Rev. Richard Ong (rep.
East Coast)
Rev. Simon Chandran
(rep. Tamil Commission)
Rev. Ng Kok Kee (rep.
AOG General Council)
Rev. Peter Pengiran
Mutang (rep. Sarawak)
Rev. Foo Moy Peng (rep.
Chinese Commission)
Rev. Elisha Satvinder
(from New Covenant
Community)
Pr Alfred Phua (rep.
northern Peninsular
Malaysia)
Rev. Dexter Low (from
Latter Rain Church of
Malaysia)
Grace Hee (rep.
Women's Commission).

up information booths. The Alpha
team spoke on youth evangelism,
Harvest Centre touched on
community evangelism while
Raphah Ministries highlighted
power evangelism (signs and
wonders).

Village of Hope launched in
Cagayan De Oro city (Philippines)
Dr. Lawrence Chia, Chairman EFOS

T

he Chairman of the Evangelical
Fellowship Of Singapore (EFOS), Dr.
Lawrence Chia and General Secretary
Rev. Tony Yeo met with the EFA General
Secretary, Godfrey Yogarajah in Singapore in
June 2008. They discussed ways of EFA and
EFOS working closely together in the future
and strengthening their relationship. They also
discussed the challenges in Asia and how EFA
could respond to these needs.
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T

he recent 11th biennial general
meeting of the NECF
Malaysia saw several
personnel changes that set the ball
rolling for transition within the
organisation.
Rev. Wong Kim Kong has been redesignated Executive Advisor with
immediate effect after serving11
years as secretary-general, while
former NECF Honorary Secretary
Sam Ang takes over as Acting
Secretary-General. Assuming Sam's
former seat is Pr Tay Wah Seng of
The Vineyard Church.
The other three executive committee
(exco) members remain, with Rev. Eu
Hong Seng as Chairman, Elder Kong
Yeng Phooi as Vice-Chairman and
Elder Dr Khoo Kay Hup as Honorary
Treasurer.
Meanwhile, the floor elected several
people into the council to serve the
two-year term (see list on right).
In his Chairman's address, Rev. Eu
announced that the Council has
started the search to fill the secretarygeneral post. During the transition
period, Rev. Wong takes on an
advisory role as advisor to the NECF
ministries and staff. In addition, he is
responsible for maintaining active
liaison with the Christian fraternity,
other religious bodies and the
Government. He continues to advise
churches and organisations, and
assists in mediation and resolution in
church conflict.
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A

nother Village of Hope
(VOH) project was
launched by PCECPHILRADS, this time in Cagayan
De Oro City. VOH is a community
development program where poor
families from disaster-stricken and
high risk areas are provided with
new houses, as well as other
community services. PCECPHILRADS has already built
similar communities in Nueva
Asian Church Today

Ecija, Aurora, Albay and Butuan City.
In Cagayan de Oro, the project broke
ground on June 10, 2008, with the
ceremony attended by Bishop Ef
Tendero and Mayor Constantino
Jaraula and other city officials. Bishop
Tendero made use of the occasion to
emphasize how the government, the
religious and private sector as well as
the home partners could join together
for a successful and sustainable
program.

For the project, land and site
development would be provided by
the city government, housing
materials and skilled labor by
PHILRADS, while the Touch of
Life Foundation of the Golden City
Alliance Church, as partner local
church would supervise the
construction and volunteer
mobilization. The recipients
themselves would also work for
additional labor as their sweat
equity.
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